
No. Issues Description of evidential issue Cases/Legislation Principle Exceptions Authority for exceptions

Hoskyn v Police Commissioner ordinarily competent witness also compellable

R v Hill

(Intellectual impairment) true rule is whether witness understands 

nature of oath and admits to his testimony

WA Act s 106R allows for special arrangements - communicator or support person

R v Brown

(Children - CL generally treated as adults) before testimony of young 

children should be received, they must be found to be competent.  This 

is tested by their capacity to appreciate the nature and effect of an oath.  

If incapable of understanding the nature and obligation of an oath, they 

were incompetent at common law.  An inquiry into their capacity 

should be held before a decision is made to allow them to affirm.

WA Act s 106B(3)

child under 12 years may give sworn evidence if court is of the opinion 

that the child understands that giving evidence is a serious matter and 

that they have an obligation to tell the truth

Demirok v The Queen

The question of whether a witness is competent is solely for the judge 

to consider and no reason why jury should be present when evidence is 

being given on that question

WA Act s 7 spouses and ex-spouses competent and compellable in civil cases

WA Act s 9(1)(c) 

compellable for prosecution in certain situations: charged with 2nd 

schedule offence; inciting or conspiracy of 2nd schedule offence; or on 

complaint of spouse

WA Act s 9(1)(a)-(b)

spouses competent and compellable to give evidence for A in all 

criminal cases

3 Relevancy Evidence must be relevant to the fact in issue. Papakosmas v The Queen could the evidence rationally affect the probability of the fact in issue?

May v O'Sullivan

question not whether on evidence A ought to be convicted but whether 

could  lawfully be convicted

Zanetti v Hill

whether there is some evidence to prove every element directly or infer 

its existence

4 No case to answer

After hearing P evidence there is insufficient 

evidence to convince trier of fact of main facts in 

issue - see p 131
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1 Competent witnesses Can witness be called?

2 Compellability
Whether witness can be compelled to give 

evidence


